
300 MOVIE REVIEW ESSAY

The movie is based upon a graphic novel by Frank Miller (of comic book fame). They are both based upon a one of the
most famous battles in the Persian Wars ( - BC), The Battle of Thermopylae. The Spartan King Leonidas led Spartan
warriors in a fight to block the Persian.

Perhaps in order to make the Persians look evil, Snyder focused on physical ugliness and sexuality. Boy, is
this movie bloody at times. You can feel the testosterone in this film. He was married to Perseis. So brave and
strong are the Spartans that they skewer, eviscerate, behead and otherwise inconvenience tens of thousands of
Persians before finally falling to the weight of overwhelming numbers. Sparta's Queen Gorgo is powerfully
played by Leana Heady, and she is an equal match to her soldier-husband. The disregard for homosexuality
also supports this theory. Most helpful essay resource ever! A militaristic Dorian state of Greece, Sparta was a
reclusive and mysterious society that has gathered many speculative analyses from historians. I believe this
movie is accurate according to the historical event that took place in B. The council grudgingly permits this
through their inaction though without a vote. And I doubt the new movie will make a difference. In B. Sparta
is a country of soldiers. Sadly, the work of a movie-adaptation doesn't always include every details mentioned
and sometimes add details not included from the The reason people today know anything about the battle
between the Persians and Spartans is due to an ancient Greek historian named Herodotus. If the Persians had
succeeded, they would have set up localtyrants, called satraps, to rule Greece and would have crushed the
firststirrings of democracy in Europe. To say the least viewers rather see Spartans take on and brutally
slaughter 20, Persians than a actual war. Battle after battle after bloody battle takes place. They carry swords
and shields. In slow motion, blood and body parts spraying through the air, the movie shows dozens,
hundreds, maybe thousands, of horrible deaths. My verdict would be: a good movie for one-time watching.
Unfortunately, the oracle does not advise war having been bought off by the Persians. The last stand, in the
novel by Frank Miller, has the Spartans literally being hit with thousands of arrows and still trying to put up a
fight against Xerxes army. The cultural aspect of film is appreciated more internationally compared to in the
United states where people are more into having their eyes entertained opposed to their minds. They move
with grace, speed, and a certain uniformity. The Greek betrayer name is Ephialtes, Ephialtes showed the
Persians a small path around the allied Greek position, for some type of reward said to be gold and status, that
subsequently lead to their defeat at Thermopylae. It is larger that the imperial throne in the Forbidden City,
with a wide staircase leading up to Xerxes. There are several incongruous scenes between the short story and
the way the movie unfolds. May,21, ,A look Within. Here are some ways our essay examples library can help
you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the
reader's perspective. Everything else in the movieâ€”perhaps, except numerous battlesâ€”is rather mediocre.
Instead, it's the kind of movie that you leave with a feeling of power, from having been witness to something
grand. But what of his face? In what is likely to be a breakout performance for Butler, he offers a
Shakespearean rendition of King Leonidas. I found the movie very compelling, and plan on seeing it again
perhaps even on opening night. On the other side are the audience's heroes, the Spartans. The essays in our
library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. In one scene, an
oracle girl convulses in and out of slow motion, her transparent and lace-thin gown and hair flowing amidst
swirls of incense smoke.


